
KILLZONE Quick Reference Sheet

GAME TURN HITS DAY & NIGHT

1. Roll Initiative dice by group. Refer to Weapon Stats, roll damage dice & total score. During darkness, max. range

2. Group actions. Then subtract target cover modifier, go to target kill. for any weapon = 12" and no

3. Changing Group orders. Score is equal or greater than kill number, target is plus 1 for close range.

dead. If score is less than, but within 6, target is

INITIATIVE SUPPRESSED. Place Suppression counter.

Players roll 1d6 for each group:

If Group has "Stay Sharp" orders....double score. The Heroic Saving Roll (1d6)

Group Leader alive, & not suppressed.......+ 3 This is only available to the Hero/ine characters. HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

NB. If any players have the same score, the player 1 or 2  Sorry, it's a fatal one, you are dead. Attacker rolls combat dice.

with the highest Fieldcraft value will beat a 3 to 6  A mere flesh wound, become suppressed if not Add modifiers & total score.

Group with a lower value. already. Assault orders = double score.

Defender does the same.

ACTION REMOVE SUPPRESSION  Roll 1d6 WEAPON STATS RESULTS:

Group Leader,     + 3 Short Long Rapid Damage Player with highest score wins

Contacted with Leader or Hero,       + 3 Weapon types Range Range shots (No. of d6) and generates a kill score, the 

Contacted with sub-Leader,            + 2 Light Handgun 0 - 4" 4 - 10" 2 1 difference between the scores.

Contacted with any other of group,  + 1 Handgun 0 - 8" 8 - 18" 2 2 Loser armoured, or Hero = - 2

No one else in group suppressed,   + 1 Heavy Handgun 0 - 5" 5 - 14" 2 3

Half or more of group still alive,       + 1 Shotgun 0 - 6" 6 - 16" 1 4 Loser now has higher score than 

SCORE: Scatter Gun 0 - 4" 4 - 8" 1 4 winner, the combat has no effect.

6 or more = OK, remove suppression. Kill score is 4 or more, the

5 or less = Still suppressed. Lever Action Carbine 0 - 10" 10 - 24" 2 2 opponent is killed. If the score is

* If a figure removes its suppression, it can perform    Rifle 0 - 10" 10 - 30" 2 2 1, 2 or 3 more than, then opponent

1 more action this turn, provided it has not already Bolt Action   Carbine 0 - 10" 10 - 24" 1 3 is suppressed. Place counter.

done so.    Rifle 0 - 10" 10 - 30" 1 3

Breech Load Carbine 0 - 10" 10 - 24" ( 1 ) 3 Weapon Modifiers Table

TARGETTING  Roll 1d6 per shot.    Rifle 0 - 10" 10 - 30" ( 1 ) 3 Any handgun      + 1

"Aimed shot" (has SNIPE orders)    + 2 Dagger               + 1

Hero shooting                                + 1 Muzzel Load Musket 0 - 10" 10 - 24" ( 2 ) 2 Sword                + 2

Sighting aid                                   + 1 Hunting Rifle 0 - 10" 10 - 36" ( 1 ) 3 Fisticuffs skill     + half-skill level

Close range                                   + 1 Target Cover modifiers Bayonet             + 3

Target has "Keep down" orders        - 1 Keep Down orders -2 If a figure carries a melee weapon 

Target is suppressed                      - 1 Soft Cover -2 Target's base part obscured. in each hand, use the higher & + 1

SCORE: Medium Cover -4 Target's base fully obscured, but

Score 6 or more = On target, see HITS table. figure is in base-contact with SUPPRESSION EFFECTS

Any 6 rolled before modifiers = Automatic hit. cover & therefore partially visible. Figures ignore their current orders, 

Any 1 rolled before modifiers = Automatic miss. Target Kill (Type & Armour) only move 3" maximum & cannot

Unarmoured Lightly armoured perform any other actions.

Man 7 9 Once per turn they can attempt to

Animal 12 N/A remove the suppression marker.
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ORDER TYPES CHANGING GROUP ORDERS

Group uses its'  firepower & remains mobile. Method:  roll 1d6.

1.    Can move up to 8". No-one in squad currently suppressed = 2 x score.

2.    Can shoot at more than one target. Group leader still alive     + 2

3.    Can use rapid shot fire. Sub-leader still alive        + 1

NB.  Figures may move then shoot, or shoot then move. Score:

6 or more = OK, new order goes through, place

Group might gain the initiative. new order counter face down next to

1.    Can move up to 6" individual, group leader or next in 

2.    Can take 1 shot. command. Turn face up when all 

3.    Double dice score for initiative. players have finished changing orders.

NB.  Figures can move then shoot, or shoot then move. 3 to 5  = Failure, old order remains in effect.

1 or 2  = Screw up, old order stays, & all figures

Group becomes a difficult target. in group become immediately suppressed.

1.    Can move up to 4". Place suppression counters next to all 

2.    Can take 1 shot. figures in group.

3.    Harder to target.

4.    Harder to kill. GENERAL RULES AND NOTES

NB.  Figures can move then shoot, or shoot then move. Grenades - can be thrown instead of shooting, throwing range is 0 - 6".

Hit = all within 2" have 4d6 damage, Miss = the same but only 2d6 damage.

Group goes for hand-to-hand. (Cover & Kill types are as normal.)

1.    Can move up to 8".

2.    Can take 1 shot.

3.    Can roll double score in hand-to-hand.

NB.  Figures can move then shoot, or shoot then move.

    For a group that must hit its' target.

    Can move up to 8"

OR

     Take an "aimed shot".

    Group needs to move quickly.

    Can only move up to 14".

Special only available to Irregular groups.

1.    Can move up to 10".

2.    Can take 1 shot.

NB.  Group must have Fieldcraft of 2 or more, none of them are

currently suppressed, and the leader must be present.

SNIPE

DASH

TIP & RUN

SHOOT

KEEP WATCH

STAY SAFE

FISTICUFFS
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